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It's not bad. A fun little Rogue-Lite top-down shooter. Gameplay is serviceable. The cutscene at the start is absolute cringe, but I
think that's the point.

My problem is that in a world with so many amazing games at the sub 20 dollar price point offering fantastic replay value (Slay
the Spire and Dungreed come to mind) it's hard to say that I would recommend this game. There are just a lot of better games to
spend 13-20 bucks on.

That's less a knock on these devs and their product and more a statement of how great current indie games have been.
Additionally, that's coming from someone who used to think Indie devs were eroding the expected quality of products.

Btw, Steam, Give us a judge based on your own taste in games button. I like Rogue-Like's but am meh on top-down-shooters. If
you're super into top-down shooters this might be your jam.. Game Information

The Happy Hereafter is a Strategy game that was developed by Alawar Entertainment & Miraball and published by Buka
Entertainment.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu,

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

The first foremost thing that I want to mention is that this game is slow pace. It is not for everyone.

The Happy Hereafter, is a strategy stimulation game, where the players can control a certain type of characters, like the workers
for example, they can be assigned certain jobs. Such as gather materials from the environment and building structures. All the while
maintaining their happiness at max level.

There are plenty of artifacts to collect from the environment. Most of the artifacts can be easily found immediately.

There are quests in the game, they are given by the non-player characters, by completing the quest; the player unlocks a building
plan. These building plans are used to build new structures in the game. The building progress is slow, it can be sped up by spending
more workers to that particular location.

Miscellaneous

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards.There are several ways to get the
rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster Pack
Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. You know those strategy flash games where there are nodes that generate arbitrary
numbers and you set them on enemy nodes to capture them? same frigging thing as this game. In my humble opinion NOT with two
friggin red cents. Even though this game's fairly simple, I really like it. I've played it more than other VR games I have right now.

I hope to see it expanded more, but that may or may not happen.
Co-Op could be awesome. Like a Left-4-Dead sorta deal.
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Also could have a warehouse env, or cave/island/ect. Diff types of zombies, more env. interactibles, like falling rocks and so on..
Great VN! ^.^. Painkillers ostracised brother. Welcome to your new home, ill take care of you.
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I loved it. If you are interested in the games from Choice of Games, you'll probably like this one. It seems a little like a Martin
Scorsese film, mixed with some other genre that may not be expected too much, without giving any spoilers away... Hopefully I
didn't give any away... But yeah, check it out. Especially fun if you care for Mafioso films.

Claudia Starling, if you read this, excellent job on the story.. Play time ~9 hours

(Originally recommend No, so that developers see this).

I am very grateful that the developers have put out a game with the intention to raise awareness of the injustices in today's
human society. The game portrays that injustice very well, but I believe more effort could have been placed in condemning the
injustices and fixing it also, rather than simply placing the protagonist (and others) in the shoes' of a victim. Moreover, there are
some references to animal experimentation which I feel is inappropriate - another injustice that yet again is not condemned.

From a game mechanics \/ gameplay, perspective, the game is very good. It puts together multiple puzzle mechanics to bring a
complex new type of gameplay not found in any other game I've played. Although the mechanics are fixed, there are new twists
being thrown in consistently, and this provides a variety of gameplay. I thoroughly enjoyed the puzzle aspects.

Regarding visuals and audio: superb. The game is beautiful in both regards.

The game is also good at storytelling. The reward system for beating challenges means users are fed bits and pieces of the story
and I believe this works very well.. i bought this game too and it does not work i have wasted so much money on steam and half
the games dont work steam needs to correct this problem. Altered Beast is a singleplayer game of course, and it is very classic as
you can see. You take control of a man that kan be powered up by some orbs and turn into a wolf, gragon and many ohter stuff,
but only one of theese animals at each stage. An example is in the first stage he can be the wolf and in the secound a dragon and
so on.

The enemy is different, there is zombies, wolves, bugs and many ohter strange beasts. The enemies can be difficult since there is
many of them, and there will come more, more and more.

You have 3 healt bars and 3 continues. It's a standard side-scroller and can be very challenging

Written help from Kenny Mc Cormick. What a weird\/cute little game! keep up the good work :). "I understand. We've all got a
past, and damn few of us have reason to be proud of it."
- Ishmael Ashur.

The Pitt is the second dlc released for Fallout 3.

Like the name suggests, the dlc\u2019s story takes place in The Pitt, which is post war Pittsburg.
It\u2019s a small map, not with that many locations to explore, with it\u2019s own unique types of enemies.

It is mostly story driven, with good story, with a few interesting characters, but it can be beaten in a few hours, so it feels a bit
short.
There isn't really any side quest, the closest thing I could find was to collect a bunch of steel ingot, place around the map, and
you get a reward afterwards.

The gameplay is pretty much the same as it is in the main game.

The dlc also adds new weapons and armor.

Overall, even though The Pitt have a short story it is still good, the map is not that big, but it feels like it fits pretty well with the
story. The Pitt is worth the price tag.. It's cheap, but as a result, really short.
Graphics look nice and the music is allright, hitboxes are well made and enemies\/bullets are easy to distinguish from the
background. The game overall is pretty easy, as long as you literally hold on to your weapons with your life.

Arcade mode can toss a few curveballs at you, depending on what (potentially overlapping) patterns you get.. top game
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7\/10 - no achievments for the rest levels. Short words: I owe many games and that was the only one, that I want to return.
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